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ABSTRACT The advertising systems and the algorithms they use are constantly evolving and expanding
the possibilities for reaching potential customers. Hyper-targeting (also called microtargeting) is the use
of detailed customer data and marketing automation to deliver highly targeted and personalized messages
across a large number of channels. These campaigns are designed to appeal to specific people or small groups
of customers. By using the ability to process large amounts of data through innovations, such as predictive
analytics, marketers can gain a deeper understanding of their audiences, focusing on specific accounts and
not on the entire segments. This reportedly allows B2B brands to target customers directly and provide
unique personal and highly relevant experiences. However, the scientific evidence to support this claim is
missing. Some previous studies even suggest a negative impact of highly personalized advertising content on
user reactiveness and purchase behavior. In this article, we test the effects of different levels of personalized
advertisements using the advanced campaign targeting tool called Facebook Lookalike Audiences. Facebook
Lookalike Audiences works on the basis of the estimation of customer similarity based on the characteristics
of a custom audience, as defined by the advertiser. We examine the performance of various targeting settings
using data from 840 Facebook ads with different personalization levels. These advertisements are compared
in terms of reach, number of reactions, frequency of impressions, number of clicks, average time spent on
a website, number of viewed pages, number of conversions, and profitability. We believe that the findings
presented in this article help clarify the factors that influence user reactiveness toward personalized online
advertising using evidence from actual Facebook ad sets.
INDEX TERMS Facebook lookalikes, hyper-targeting, online advertising, personalized advertising, social
media.
I. INTRODUCTION

All companies constantly look for new ways to maximize
marketing revenues and extend their current customer base.
Advertising platforms, such as Facebook and Google Ads,
provide many placement, targeting, and formatting options
that allow advertisers to experiment with hundreds of setting
variations at once [1]. Despite the undeniable advantages
of narrowed targeting, the performance of advertisements
may significantly vary depending on the targeting criteria or
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creative content used to set up the ads [2], [3]. Moreover, not
all types of targeting are universally suitable for all marketing purposes. For instance, the Facebook advertising system
currently distinguishes three categories of marketing objectives: awareness, consideration, and conversion [4]. Companies usually must devote marketing budgets to all three steps
before converting a Facebook user into a paying customer.
Unfortunately, Facebook advertising costs increase every
year due to advertising saturation across the social network.
The number of advertisers who use Facebook and Instagram
to promote their products and services has grown by about
1 million advertisers since the first quarter of 2018, and there
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were a reported 7 million monthly active advertisers in the
first quarter of 2019 [5]. Both advertising blindness and intensified competition push companies to put more effort into
preparing creative content for their ads and finding innovative
approaches to ad optimization to minimize the marketing
costs [6], [7].
In online advertising, there are two main generic
approaches to minimizing costs while maintaining the same
level of profitability or even increasing it [3]. The first
approach involves maximizing the current customer base by
tailoring all communication to reach very small groups of
customers, even individuals. The second strategy seeks to
minimize the acquisition costs of new customers by directly
targeting only those individuals with similar characteristics
to current customers. In order to implement both of these
strategies, companies must analyze millions of data units on
almost a daily basis.
With the introduction of Google Analytics tracking code
and Facebook pixel, advertising platforms gained access to
real-time dynamic statistics concerning both users and their
online actions. This phenomenon has recently been closely
connected with the development of new distribution and
recognition algorithms. These are being implemented by both
social networks and advertising systems to provide more
effective targeting options. In 2015, Facebook introduced the
concept of Custom Audiences (CA), allowing advertisers to
create their own specific customer segments directly within
their Facebook Ads Manager (FAM), without the need to
extract the data and analyze it externally. In 2016, CA was
upgraded and advertisers provided with the first version of
Lookalike Audiences (LA). These were even further extended
at the beginning of 2017 [8]. Henceforth, Facebook has
improved its matching algorithm, and the last patented and
reported update was accomplished in 2018 [9]. CA and LA
work on the basis of customer similarity estimations that are
constantly computed by the Facebook matching algorithm.
In this article, we focus on the testing of advertising effectiveness in relation to the definition of the target group using
the customer parameters available in FAM. The main emphasis is put on the analysis of user reactiveness to advertising
content with different levels of personalization. To obtain
a solid theoretical background for the experiment design,
we initially position customer-based advertising within the
current literature while reviewing such topics as customer
data collection, customer tracking, customer segmentation,
and previous research on the user attitudes toward personalized advertising. Building on these previous findings, we formulate our research questions and test the hypothesis on a
set of 840 Facebook advertisements, using CA as well as
LA, to achieve the required personalization diversity. The
performance of the ads is then analyzed with respect to the
age of the users, quality and level of detail of the input data,
customer conversion stage where the hyper-targeting was
implemented, and profitability of the ads.
We believe that our experiment will contribute to the clarification of the factors that influence user reactiveness toward
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personalized online advertising using hard evidence from
actual Facebook ad sets. In addition, in this article, we provide
a novel experimental approach to marketing data collection
using customer similarity estimation tools provided by Facebook which has not been described in the scientific literature
yet and which could help academics to support their research
with hard marketing data.
II. MAPPING THE ONLINE CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Internet accessibility and continuous technological development have created greater pressure on companies to become
more flexible, adapt their business models, and even include
the customer as the main decision maker in their innovation
processes. Understanding customer needs has become more
important than it was in prior years. Quickly changing markets create a turbulent environment that challenges companies
to follow their customers everywhere they go and to listen
closely to all their needs and desires [10,11,12,13].
By simple mouse clicking, online users create billions
of social connections. Every comment, email, instant messaging, post on a blog or microblog, cross-tagging, linking,
and even web-based motion creates a unique link between
network nodes, a unique digital footprint. All this data relate
to specific users. Since the introduction of Web 2.0 applications, the customer has become the moving force behind
product and service development. This interactive and twoway organization of market agents is called Customer to
Business (C2B). The concept of C2B finds most application
in the online environment and is used to describe the collective customers who gather online. They have the power to
bargain with producers and service providers over price and
product/service characteristics [14,15,16].
These new possibilities have also completely changed
approaches to sociology. Previously, it was possible to monitor and evaluate the ‘‘deep data’’ about a small group of
people, but today, with modern technology, we can obtain
the ‘‘surface data’’ related to large numbers of users. For the
first time in history, according to Manovich [17], we have
the opportunity to observe the ideas, opinions, thoughts, and
feelings of hundreds of millions of people. We can see the
pictures and videos they create and comment on, monitor
their conversations, read blogs and tweets, listen to music
they like from their recommended lists, and (recently) track
their physical location with sensory data from their mobile
devices. All this is only possible because users freely choose
to share the information publicly with anyone who has an
Internet connection.
Customer journey mapping (CJM) is a key marketing
process for online companies. The formerly difficult task
of monitoring every customer step and collecting as much
information as possible is very frequently solved with the
help of customer relationship management software (CRMS)
or process mining algorithms [18]. CRMS is considered a
crucial instrument to achieve organizational agility, which
Dyer et al. [19] defines as a company’s ability to collect
and interpret information about its target market, respond to
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market fluctuations and needs, and develop a system of organizational learning. According to Sambamurthy et al. [20]
and Huang et al. [21], information technologies and systems
stand at the center of these pro-agility activities by providing
crucial data for innovative optimal customer solutions that are
the key prerequisite for a company to succeed in the current
highly competitive environment.
The main objective of CJM is to provide a visualization
of each interaction the customer makes with the company.
Such interactive events are called touchpoints and represent
potential areas for further innovation [22]. Since the development of tracking codes in e-commerce, the mapping of user
behavior has become much easier. However, there are still
unresolved issues concerning the effectiveness of measurements of individual touchpoints [23]. Generally, we observe
two online attribution models: attribution by last click and
attribution by last channel [24]. Both are currently in use by
online advertising platforms, yet it remains difficult to compare the performance of individual channels across customer
segments and industry sectors. Therefore, scholars and advertisers have looked for new approaches to interpret online marketing data in the business context of the company [25,26,27].
A. CUSTOMER DATA COLLECTION

The decision-making process related to a company’s marketing and business goals involves the analysis of many types of
information, including both explicit and tacit knowledge. The
increased amount of social information available represents
a double-edged phenomenon. Thanks to open conversation
with potential customers, companies can gain a better understanding of trends and customer needs, while, on the other
hand, they must deal with numerous data that are hard to
quantify and often difficult to interpret.
The complexity and extent of current data structures
require the use of advanced analytical tools and business
intelligence methods to support business decisions. These
support systems should be able to evaluate not only financial
indexes but also the level of social integration and customer
collaboration. Results from social media analysis significantly influence company marketing decisions [28]. Therefore, social data integration is key.
Moreover, BI systems should be able to merge multiple
data sources into one integrated marketing analysis, since
the separate evaluation of each data source may lead to differing results [29]. Research related to marketing business
intelligence and analytics may be classified into five main
directions that find application in many areas (Figure 1).
Social media monitoring arose as a scientific discipline
long before the introduction of online social networks. Its
main motivation is to reduce the cost of information. According to Norbert Wiener [30], the value of information obtained
from one source is equal to the energy we would have to spend
to obtain the same information from another source. From
this point of view, social media monitoring based on social
networking data saves the cost of having to watch multiple
communication entries one by one.
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 1. Business intelligence and analytics: research directions.

Rosemann et al. [31] suggested three steps to leverage
social network data for strategic decision making in a company: 1) social listening (what is being communicated on
social media channels); 2) social data analysis (discovering
data patterns); and 3) social engagement (decision making
and implementation of the action plan).
However, only specific service owners have access to complete social data. Only social networks and browser providers
have access to truly comprehensive and complete social
networking data. Companies and advertisers must rely on
data mining techniques using the application programming
interface (API). However, they will never be able to obtain
the complete data set. The main reason for this restriction
is the security of personal data and privacy settings of individual users. All these data have enormous potential for data
mining methods and subsequent analysis. We already have
sufficient capabilities (hardware and software) to process,
store, organize, and evaluate them, but unfortunately, this is
not accessible to third parties [32,33,34].
Social network analysis (SNA) is the mapping, measuring, and monitoring of relationships and information
flows between individuals, groups, organizations, computers,
URLs, and other interconnected information subjects. It was
originally a sociological technique that gradually gained
application in anthropology, biology, economics, geography,
communication theory, and information science. The idea of
a social network and its analysis has existed for more than
100 years, but it was not until the second half of the 20th
century that scientists began to deal with it. With the advent
of computers, SNA expanded into a discipline with its own
approach to this paradigm, including clearly defined theory
and analytical software [35,36,37].
The relationships between social nodes can be represented
in three ways depending on the type of interconnections
between the nodes. Individual nodes represent entities or their
groups, and the links between them are interrelationships
or information flows. SNA provides both visual and mathematical analysis of these interconnections, enabling a better
understanding of network relationships. With the advent of
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social networks, the measurement of influence in the electronic sphere has become very topical. A relatively large
number of services attempt to determine this influence by
using different metrics, which mostly work with sophisticated
algorithms that the service developers monitor.
For example, PeerIndex and Tweet Rank provide such
services. The most widely used and widely discussed is
undoubtedly the Klout service. Based on the behavior of
users in social networks and the values of their individual
Klout Score parameters, Klout allocates roles for a better
understanding of users. This role is mainly derived from
the extent of their focus, the degree of sharing compared
with the level of content creation, and participation rates.
In addition, one of Klout’s most important functions is
the ability to determine the topics within which users are
influencers [38], [39].
Although we are now able to work with large amounts
of social media data, there is a clear problem with how to
process all the articles, posts, and comments in an easy and
flexible way. At this point, sentiment analysis and opinion
mining methods are being introduced. The basic purpose of
sentiment analysis is to determine whether the statement in
a given statement/message/article is positive, neutral, or negative. Alternatively, sentiment scale measuring may also be
used [40], [41].
In particular, companies look for information about what
their customers are talking about, what opinions they have
about their products and services, and how products are perceived. This goal may be achieved in many ways, including
through natural language processing, computational linguistics, and text analysis. Methods such as machine learning,
latent semantic analysis, SVM (support report machines), and
Bayes filtering are also frequently applied in this area.
These techniques can be divided into two main groups,
which are probabilistic techniques and techniques based on
comparing data with reference dictionaries. The accuracy
of this machine determination is measured by comparison
with how an actual person would evaluate the statement. The
comparison is expressed in two types of precision and recall
values. These accuracy parameters are often the touchstone
of the issue [42,43,44,45].
B. METHODS OF RETRIEVING INFORMATION
FROM CUSTOMER DATA

Research on customer analysis and segmentation also
includes a large variety of data mining techniques. In his conference paper, Ahmed [46] outlines the many possibilities for
processing CRMS data, such as discovering buying patterns,
predicting future purchases, or uncovering credit card fraud.
The advantages of data mining methods are also outlined in
the books Data Mining Techniques: For Marketing, Sales,
and Customer Relationship Management and Data Mining
for Business Analytics: Concepts, Techniques, and Applications in R [47], [48].
Chiang [49] used data mining with fuzzy clustering and
Apriori algorithm to explore customer databases and acquire
153368

more marketing and purchasing information. Wei et al. [50]
presented a case study that combined self-organizing
maps (SOM), K-means methods, and the RFM model to
create four segments of customers in a hair salon to propose
customized marketing strategies for each segment. Bahari and
Elayidom [51] compared the effectiveness of two classification models, naïve Bayes and neural networks, to predict
customer behavior. They found out that neural networks are
comparatively more accurate.
In 2016, Anderl et al. [52] introduced an attribution framework built on a Markovian graph-based data mining technique that they used to model individual-level multichannel
customer journeys. Lessmann et al. [53] described a new
profit-conscious modeling framework that operates on the
basis of statistical learning principles. They emphasized the
importance of merging profit analysis with common online
advertising goals. Griva et al. [54] performed customer visit
segmentation using market basket data. The authors used
standard product taxonomy as the input of the analysis, based
upon which they subsequently proposed customized categories as output.
In 2007, Jiao et al. [55] proposed an association rule mining technique of mass customization and personalization consisting of the use of ambient intelligence to draw out effective
customer needs. They combined the utility measure, conjoint
analysis, and affordability index to create product ecosystems
with configured design parameters that are further optimized
with heuristic genetic algorithms. Dan et al. [56] constructed
intelligent requirement acquisition architecture that was used
to analyze the needs of heterogeneous customers with the
help of feature reasoning analysis and fuzzy weighted calculation.
Wu and Guo [57] focused on the transformation of unstructured customer requirements to technical design essentials.
Customer participation within the online environment and
the identification of their emerging needs were analyzed
by Wang and Tseng [58]. The authors used the Bayes factors methodology to calculate whether or not an offer can
meet customer desires. Huang and Chen [59] designed a
web application connected with the CRM system in order
to achieve higher user satisfaction. Customer satisfaction
was also addressed by Cao et al. [60], who attempted to
predict user demand in the service-oriented manufacturing
sector. Thirumalai and Senthilkumar [61] classified customer needs using an intuition-based fuzzy priority weighting
vector.
All of the above-described methods of data collection and
customer segmentation suggest that the same input customer
data may lead to different identification of customer segments
and thus to different effectiveness of personalized advertisements. In order to fully cover the topic of hyper-targeting,
we thus set our first two research questions (RQ1 and RQ2):
RQ1: Do the source and method of customer data collection affect the quality of customer segments?
RQ2: Does advertising effectiveness differ depending on
the customer segmentation method?
VOLUME 7, 2019
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III. USER REACTIVENESS TO PERSONALIZED
ADVERTISING

Personalization is the key to individual marketing and targeting. The essence of personalization in the online environment
is to offer the user services and products that are based
on information in the user’s profile or online behavior. The
necessary prerequisites for creating a personalized offer of
products and services by the provider identify the user (based
on his/her registration in the system or the use of cookies
and tracking codes), sufficient information about the user and
his/her preferences, and subsequent processing of the data
manually or by the system.
Research on how personalization affects consumer behavior is very extensive [62]. Many researchers have already
tested the impact of exclusively tailored advertising in traditional media [63], [64], in the online environment including
social media and websites [65], [66], and in the context of
mobile devices [67], [68]. The up-to-date findings prove that
the impact of personalized advertising is ambiguous and may
lead to very opposite responses from targeted users.
Yu et al. [69] created a conceptual model of customer
reactions based on personalized ads and their click-through
intentions. Their results from a survey of 446 WeChat users
indicate that higher product involvement, brand familiarity,
visual attractiveness, and information quality increase the
user’s intention to proceed with further interaction with the
brand. Shanahan et al. [70] reached similar conclusions. Their
analysis of 242 responses from Amazon Mechanical Turk
suggests that personalized content positively influences brand
engagement, attachment, and, by extension, brand loyalty.
Bang and Wojdynski [71] analyzed the effects of personalized
banner ads on the visual attention of users using eye-tracking
technology. Personalized ads generated longer fixations, and
users were more attracted to them. Contrastingly, the effects
were moderated by the level of cognitive load during tasks
the testers were asked to perform.
Setyani et al. [72] explored users’ intrinsic motivations
in reacting to social media ads. The authors identified four
types of added customer value: informativeness, credibility, creativity, and entertainment. They also distinguished
two basic browsing dimensions: utilitarian and hedonic.
Li and Liu [73] claimed that simple, personalized adjustments of ads may not be enough to produce the desired
effects. To maximize positive outcomes, a high level of
involvement with the brand is necessary. However, the effects
of personalization may differ depending on not only the
products presented but also the intensity of recommendations
and characteristics of the target segment [74]. Chen et al. [75]
postulated that customer reactance may be significantly
affected by both rational choice factors and affective choice
factors, such as ownership or vulnerability.
In a meta-analysis of 166 studies involving 75,269 participants from 34 countries, Baruh et al. [76] found a contradictory relationship between users’ beliefs about privacy
in the digital space and their real behavior. The authors
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called this the privacy paradox, which describes a conflicting
relationship between high user concerns about the misuse
of personal data and the low level of protective measures
taken, especially in the social networking field. Users who
express concern about data protection in social networking
environments tend to be more inclined to deliver such data
recklessly (e.g., accessing large volumes of their own digital
footprints and allowing unauthenticated external applications
to access personal data). One possible explanation for such
behavior is the detachment of the user from the possible
negative effects of ill-considered provision of his/her data and
from any potential data misuses to which he/she does not
relate. Another possible clarification includes the so-called
reward risk. Most users would feel more secure in anonymity,
but making available free services, applications, or content in
exchange for personal data is tempting. The perceived risk
of abuse is so low that they would accept such an exchange
without further consideration.
Finally, it is important to note that ill-considered provisions
of personal data and concerns about its misuse are not shaped
exclusively by information literacy or previous experience
with Internet services. Zorn et al. [77] argued that aspects of
the cultural and political environment are also involved in the
form of regulations and cultural values.
Estrada-Jiménez et al. [78] analyzed the online advertising infrastructure and underlying privacy risk. The authors
listed and classified the privacy mechanisms that allow for an
increase in users’ sense of online privacy. They described the
data collection model applied by many advertising entities as
the attacker model, which is characterized as having access
to any personal user data. Most advertising services gather
information, such as the clickstream, browsing history, preferences, location, gender, age, and agent string, in a standard
manner. The agent string is the data that remain traceable even
if the user deletes his or her browsing history, including the
cookies [79].
Nowadays, users have many options for protecting themselves from unwanted advertising. Ad blocking browser
extensions, such as Adblock Plus and Ghostery, effectively prevent user tracking and block the display of online
ads [80], [81]. However, by blocking all ads, users may miss
ads that could be useful to them [82]. The popularity of ad
blockers has grown to such an extent that even Google considered implementing them in Chrome. Ad blockers as a tool
can also allow users to moderate the kind of advertisements
they receive [83], [80].
Regarding the effectiveness of online advertising, there
is another phenomenon that should be mentioned. Advertising blindness is when users consciously or subconsciously
neglect the spaces on a website where they expect advertisements to appear. Hsieh and Chen [84] tested how different
information types and their representations within the web
structure affect users’ attention. They focused mainly on the
four most common content types found on websites: only
text, text and pictures, mostly pictures, and mostly video.
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According to their results, the avoidance of advertisements
depends on placement, context, and visual design.
Koshksaray et al. [85] described the influence of
e-lifestyle on ad reactance. The authors identified seven
e-lifestyle categories with different attitudes toward advertising: need-driven, interest-driven, entertainment-driven,
sociability-driven, importance-driven, uninterest-driven, and
novelty-driven. However, their results are inconclusive.
The effects of personalized ads can produce a double
effect. On the one hand, in most cases, ad relevance increases
the potential to capture users’ attention and produce the
desired conversions. On the other hand, the accuracy and
targeting precision of an ad may contribute to higher privacy
concerns [86].
The results from the previous research thus imply that the
effects of personalized ads may significantly differ according
to their positioning, placement, level of personalization, and
personality traits of the users, such as online safety concerns.
Therefore, in our experiment, we will consider the following
research questions:
RQ3: Does the level of personalization influence the effectiveness of Facebook ads?
RQ4: What is the relationship between the level of personalization and conversion stage of the customer conversion
funnel?
RQ5: How does the placement (position) of advertisements affect advertising performance?
RQ6: Does the perception of personalized ads differ with
respect to the age and gender of users?
IV. METHODS AND EXPERIMENT DESIGN

In short, LA helps companies find more users with characteristics similar to those of their existing customers, website
visitors, mobile app users, or Facebook fans and Instagram
followers. Both Facebook and Google implement this functionality across different countries and markets. From one
CA, it is now possible to create several LA one step at a time,
depending on how similar the CA is. For example, LA can
be created with 1% to 10% similarity on a given market or
segment. Each LA generated in this way can be auctioned
separately. Generally, the audience with the closest similarity
to the CA is the most valuable and is thus worthy of higher
bids [87].
As depicted in Figure 2, in order to create an LA, one
must specify the characteristics of the original CA. Currently,
there are five basic categories of data sources: website CA,
customer list, app activity, other CA such as ‘‘video engagement,’’ and Facebook page fans.
Some of these sources are already provided by the FAM,
but others require cooperation with the advertiser [88]. First,
in order to enable Facebook access to the information related
to website traffic and the conversions made by Facebook
users, it is necessary to implement a tracking code that is
unique to each advertiser. Facebook has its own tracking
code, called Facebook pixel, that can be generated directly
from the advertising account. Moreover, if the advertiser
153370

FIGURE 2. Data inputs and customer similarity estimation.

desires to use advanced functionalities and audiences, it is
possible to configure the pixel and add pixel events. Finally,
Facebook allows importing the mailing list of the company’s
current customers. The system uses email addresses to find
the current customers on Facebook and, based on their characteristics, derives the LA [89].
Similarity-based audience prediction is calculated using
a secret Facebook algorithm that constantly compares up
to 9 million criteria. The algorithm is designed to provide
users the most enjoyable experience and the content that is
most meaningful to them. This adds relevance to the huge
amount of contributions users and companies make every
day. Depending on many factors, the algorithm selects the
posts that appear in each user’s newsfeed. Only the developers
know the exact combination of these factors, but certain
parameters can be derived. The main goal of the newsfeed
is, as Facebook declares to new users setting up an account,
to connect people from all over the world. The posts of
family members and friends with whom the user interacts
most often have the highest significance for the algorithm.
All other content for each user is selected based on what
the user most often interacts with. The content shown to
newsfeed users is determined by actions that the users have
historically taken on Facebook, such as clicking, liking, commenting, or sharing posts. However, these factors do not
always express that the user is genuinely interested in that
content [90].
The algorithm combines user responses to specific questions and information from user activity records. Facebook
collects long-term data on all individual user activities.
Recently, this information may be used for a new purpose—
determining a user’s socioeconomic group, i.e., working,
middle, or upper class. ‘‘The system will use classifiers to
include individual users in the given demographic groups,’’
the patent report says [9]. Facebook users already communicate enough information to allow this classification. For
example, the algorithm will consider the type of device from
which the user connects to the social network or that he/she
uses to connect to the Internet at home. Many users then
voluntarily disclose additional information concerning their
education, employment, location, and where they spend their
holidays.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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All these available data were considered for the design of
our experimental personalized ads. The impacts of hypertargeting on user reactiveness was thus, with respect to the
hypotheses, tested on 840 Facebook ads with different personalization levels using customer similarity estimation tools
Facebook CA and Facebook LA.
A. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

As we stated earlier, we set five main research questions
related to the analysis of effects of hyper-targeting on advertising performance.
RQ1: Do the source and method of customer data collection affect the quality of customer segments?
RQ2: Does advertising effectiveness differ depending on
the customer segmentation method?
RQ3: Does the level of personalization influence the effectiveness of Facebook ads?
RQ4: What is the relationship between the level of personalization and conversion stage of the customer conversion
funnel?
RQ5: How does the placement (position) of advertisements affect advertising performance?
RQ6: Does the perception of the personalized ads differ
with respect to the age and gender of users?
To find the answers to these questions with respect to the
targeting and customer similarity estimation possibilities of
FAM, we identified five main factors that were the subject of
the data collection described in detail below. The factors and
variables are presented in Table 1.
For the purposes of this study and in order to cover as many
aspects related to the effects of hyper-targeting as possible,

TABLE 1. Potential factors influencing the effects of hyper-targeting.
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we set up multiple ad sets using the combinations of all of
the above-described variables. All advertisements were run
in real-life conditions and were part of the standard marketing efforts of a Czech e-store selling home accessories and
kitchen equipment. Thanks to this opportunity, the analytical
efforts of this experiment were supported by hard evidence.

B. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND THE CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE PERSONALIZED ADS

Since the experiment was organized in an online environment
using the advertising accounts of an actual e-shop, it was first
necessary to set up the tracking codes that would allow us
to map the customer journey. Facebook pixel and Google
Analytics tracking code were implemented on the e-shop’s
website. In addition, due to the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), a cookie consent kit was added
requiring user consent for the data storage for marketing and
scientific purposes. The notification included information
that anonymized and aggregated advertising statistics could
be shared as part of the research outputs.
Before creating the advertisements with the desired characteristics, we generated all needed LA. The LA option is available in the tools offered by FAM in the category ‘‘Assets’’
and sub-category ‘‘Audiences.’’ Initially, it was necessary to
create a CA. At this stage, FAM offers two options. One
consists of uploading a custom file with customer data, and
the other uses data collected by Facebook algorithms and
Facebook pixel. In this experiment, we used both options.
As mentioned in Table 1, we tested four data sources and
two data mining techniques for customer segmentation. The
data sources included external data files generated from web
traffic, average customer value, and newsletter subscribers.
All were segmented using Apriori algorithm, as described by
Güllüoğlu [91] and Silva et al. [92], and clustering algorithm,
as explained by Li and Li [93].
We thus received six data lists that we uploaded in FAM to
create the CA. A seventh CA was created directly from data
provided by Facebook pixel. Facebook does not provide this
data to advertisers, and therefore, it was not possible to apply
the data mining techniques on this data source.
Next, for each CA, it was necessary to define the exact
inclusion criteria, meaning the time frame within which the
chosen interaction should occur. This time frame was set to
1 month. Once all the CA were created, we generated LA. For
each CA, we generated LA with 10 levels of personalization
(customer similarity).
The remaining variables were included in the experiment
during the setup of the individual advertisements. For each
LA and for each personalization level, we created ads for all
conversion stages that are available in the FAM as preset campaign objectives: awareness, consideration, and conversion.
Further, the ads were created for four advertising placements
across Facebook and Instagram. These placements included
the following: Facebook newsfeed, Messenger, Facebook
marketplace, and Instagram newsfeed.
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Finally, we chose the dynamic advertising format that generates the content of the ads based on the user preferences
and automatically uses the text and photos from a product
catalogue data feed. This product feed was provided by the eshop. To allow tracing and evaluation of the individual ads, all
links included in the ads were enriched by Urchin Tracking
Module (UTM) parameters. The links with the UTM parameters were generated via the Campaign URL Builder extension
of Google Analytics.
Overall, we created 840 ads that ran for 1 month. The
final export of data was done directly in the GA interface,
where the campaigns were sorted by their UTM parameters
and results were available in the categories Acquisition >
Overview > Other channels. The data were subsequently
merged with data exported from the FAM using the name of
the ad and its age segment as the merging criteria. For each
ad, we monitored reach, frequency of impressions, number of
reactions, number of clicks, average time spent on the website, average number of pages viewed, number of conversions,
and average profitability.

TABLE 2. Effectiveness of data sources and segmentation methods.

TABLE 3. Performance of ads by personalization level.

V. DATA ANALYSIS

All the data were statistically analyzed in the SPSS Statistics
software (version 26), and all the string variables, such as age,
gender, placement, data source, and segmentation method,
were automatically recoded. Profitability was chosen as the
main indicator of advertising effectiveness since it represents
a directly measurable value that translates the business benefits of the online ads [3]. In Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8,
we use the aggregated mean value of profitability to express
the impact of the tested variables on advertising performance.
First, we address RQ1 and RQ2 concerning differences in
the source data and segmentation methods that were used to
identify the CA.
RQ1: Do the source and method of the customer data
collection affect the quality of customer segments?
RQ2: Does advertising effectiveness differ depending on
the customer segmentation method?
In our experiment, we used two segmentation methods
(Apriori and clustering algorithm) and four data sources consisting of segments identified based on the average customer
value, newsletter subscription, web traffic, and internal Facebook data. The results indicate that CA derived from Facebook performance data and processed by internal Facebook
algorithm performed the best by reaching 11.68 EUR average
profitability (see Table 2).
CA based on newsletter subscribers processed by an
Apriori algorithm produced the second-highest profitability
(10.84 EUR), followed by CA defined by the average customer value and also processed by the Apriori algorithm
(10.53 EUR). The lowest average profitability was achieved
for CA derived from web traffic (9.95 EUR) and for CA
processed by the clustering algorithm (10.04 EUR). We may
therefore conclude that both the data source and analytical
segmentation method influence the final quality of personalized ads. In addition, our findings suggest that advertising
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systems generate better results when using their own targeting
and data collection tools than when optimized with respect
to the company’s internal customer data and segmentation
methods.
Next, we address RQ3, RQ4, RQ5, and RQ6 through an
analysis of multiple variables and their impact on advertising
performance with respect to different personalization levels
of Facebook ads.
RQ3: Does the level of personalization influence the effectiveness of Facebook ads?
In Table 3, we may observe the aggregated profitability
results for each personalization level of the LA that we
derived based on the CA described above. We can see that
the highest profitability was reached by ads with a medium
level (5 and 6) of personalization.
The profitability then decreased for the less personalized
ads with levels 7, 8, 9, and 10. The ads with the highest
personalization (levels 1–4) performed only moderately well.
Therefore, our data do not confirm the general assumption
that highly personalized ads perform better than ads that are
targeted for larger and less specified audiences. It appears
that microtargeting does not always generate the most optimal results and that it may be necessary to find a moderate
advertising level.
Further, we examined the effectiveness of hyper-targeting
in three conversion stages offered by FAM: awareness, consideration, and conversion.
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TABLE 4. Performance of ads by personalization level with respect to the
conversion funnel.

TABLE 5. Relationship between personalization level and ad placement.

TABLE 6. Performance of ads by personalization level and gender of the
users.

RQ4: What is the relationship between the level of personalization and conversion stage of the customer conversion
funnel?
Table 4 summarizes the results of 10 levels of personalized
ads according to the conversion stage in which they were
applied. The results indicate that personalized ads are significantly more effective (12.00 EUR) during the conversion
stage, perform moderately during the consideration stage
(10.23 EUR), and are less effective for raising awareness
(8.84 EUR).
In order to include all variables with potential influence
on advertising effectiveness, we also examined the impact of
advertising placement.
RQ5: How does the placement (position) of advertisements affect advertising performance?
When setting up the Facebook advertisements, we used
four placements consisting of the Marketplace, Messenger,
Facebook, and Instagram newsfeeds. Table 5 presents the
distribution of the profitability results for the four placements.
The average profitability value suggests that all placements,
except the Instagram newsfeed (9.98 EUR), perform almost
identically (10.46 EUR, 10.40 EUR, 10.31 EUR). In addition,
the individual results show inconsistent performance of the
placements for different personalization levels. We may thus
conclude that the choice of advertising placement does not
influence the impact of personalized ads on user reactiveness.
The last research question relates to the impacts of age and
gender on user reactiveness to personalized ads.
RQ6: Does the perception of personalized ads differ with
respect to the age and gender of users?
Firstly, let us observe the differences between female and
male behavior when it comes to individual personalization
levels. In Table 6, we can see that the average profitability
is slightly higher for females (9.76 EUR) than for males
(9.91 EUR); however, the findings for each personalization
level suggest that males react more positively to hypertargeted ads (levels 1, 2, 3, 5) than females. Females appear
to be more sensitive to highly personalized content.
Closer analysis of the age groups as defined by Facebook
(13–17; 18–24; 25–34; 35–44; 45–54; 55–64; 65+) revealed
VOLUME 7, 2019

TABLE 7. Advertising profitability according to personalization level and
age distribution (females).

that the age of the users does not influence user reactiveness
to personalized ads. As the results in Tables 6 and 7 indicate,
there is no traceable behavioral pattern that would confirm
different reactiveness to personalization depending on the age
of the users.
VI. DISCUSSION

In the C2B model, companies seek to create a comprehensive database of customer needs and adjust their production
according to this information. Similarly, online marketers
use this information to customize all marketing campaigns
and ads. Current research records many techniques and
methods for creating such databases and harvesting valuable
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TABLE 8. Advertising profitability according to personalization level and
age distribution (males).

customer information. A complete analysis of marketing data
includes the evaluation of marketing campaign effectiveness,
forecasting, segmenting customers, evaluating accounting
data, and analysis of the data exported from the web and
mobile analytics, including geographic information systems.
Customer segmentation, profiling, and multidimensional
forecasting based on historical, present, and anticipated data
represent a basic building block for the formulation of a
marketing strategy for the company.
Data from our experiment indicate that the quality of the
input data used for customer segmentation and the analytical
method influence the final effectiveness of the personalized
ads. Furthermore, our research confirms that the user analysis performed by the internal algorithms of the advertising
systems, such as FAM, is more effective than external data
files and customer segments provided by companies to the
advertisers. Kovčo et al. [94] tested the efficiency of Facebook Website Custom Audience on over 100,000 users and
views while comparing the costs of dynamic advertising and
standard Facebook advertising. Their results suggest that the
more information available in the database, the better the ad
performance.
Data analytic tools offered by social media websites, such
as Twitter Analytics, Google Analytics, Instagram, Facebook
Insights, and Facebook Business Manager, have direct access
to all user activities and personal information. However, they
fail to provide all available data publicly. For example, there
are many restrictions integrated into the Facebook application programming interface to guard user privacy and limit
data access by third parties. Despite the increased demand
for social media-oriented business intelligence, the analytical
tools provided by social networks mostly fail to support full
integration with company systems.
The study of the relationship between the ad personalization level and user reactance was the main objective of
this article. The findings suggest that hyper-targeting does
not produce only positive effects. We found that ads with a
medium level of personalization performed better than ads
with the highest hyper-targeting rates. When it comes to ad
targeting, there might be a need to find the optimal level of
advertising details tailored specifically to chosen customer
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segments. Moreover, our findings imply that online users
react more positively to personalized ads when the products
are tailored by a brand they already are familiar with. This
may be because ads in the consideration and conversion
stage may be considered as a reminder of a previous interaction with the brand/product and are thus less concerning
for users.
Chen et al. [75] referred to this phenomenon using the
term personalization paradox. The personalization paradox
describes the influence of rational factors such as privacy
concerns on reactance toward personalized content. As mentioned by Bang and Wojdynski [71], personalized ads are
much more effective in attracting consumers’ attention than
non-personalized advertisements. On the other hand, Gironda
and Korgaonkar [66] suggested that a number of factors,
such as invasiveness, privacy control, perceived usefulness,
and consumer innovativeness, are part of the user cognitive
process when users are confronted with micro-targeted ads.
In addition, Bleier and Eisenbeiss [95] presented the results
of their lab study showing that more trusted retailers can
increase the effectiveness of their ads by very narrow targeting without generating privacy concerns. On the other
hand, for less known advertisers, highly personalized ads
may trigger negative reactiveness. Bleier et al. [96] and
Walrave et al. [97] support these findings.
The data from our experiment did not show any relation between placement and the level of personalization.
Facebook newsfeed, Marketplace, and Messenger performed
almost identically in terms of profitability. The Instagram
newsfeed was the only placement that was less effective, even
though the effectiveness was not related to the personalization
either. The lower values for the Instagram newsfeed may be
caused by the different nature of this social network since
users are not accustomed to using the platform as a shopping
environment, and commercial ads do not appeal to them as
strongly as they do on Facebook [98].
Finally, our research did not confirm any impact of age
on user reactiveness toward hyper-targeting, but it showed
women had a slightly higher sensitivity to tailored ads. There
is no previous research that would help us clarify why women
act consciously when it comes to highly personalized ads;
however, the general findings confirm significant effects of
prior privacy experience, computer anxiety, and perceived
control in privacy concerns [99].
Our experiment may be considered as a pilot study
since, so far, there is no other similar research described
in the current scientific literature, and thus, our results
cannot be compared with other findings related to personalized advertising. However, there are a few mentions
in the existing literature of the general effectiveness and
limitations of LA.
In 2014, Yu and Houg [100] discussed the potential of LA
that were at the time just an emerging functionality of Facebook. Similarly, Andreou et al. [101] and Wood [102] mention LA as one of the potential targeting options offered by
Facebook to advertisers. Unfortunately, these studies do not
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provide any evidence on how this type of targeting influences
the overall performance of ads. Popov and Iakovleva [103]
stressed the importance of LA by introducing the adaptive lookalike model incorporating an iterative exploratory
approach. The only two papers we found that used data
from actual advertising campaigns with LA were Akers and
Gordon [104] and Kovčo et al. [94]. Akers and Gordon [104]
used Facebook LA to re-trace people for a clinical study.
The authors highlighted the risk of decreasing efficiency of
homogenous audiences, since it may lead to early saturation
and approaching the same customers again.
VII. CONCLUSION

This study aims to clarify the role of the level of personalization regarding user reactiveness and advertising performance.
Results from 840 Facebook ads suggest that hyper-targeting
has its limits and may lead to negative attitudes toward the
advertiser. We confirm significant effects of personalization level, data source, and analytical segmentation method
and moderate effects of gender on advertising performance
expressed as average profitability per group of ads.
Our research contributes to existing online advertising
research in two ways. First, we examine the effectiveness
of personalized ads using real-life data from actual Facebook campaigns, and second, we describe a novel research
approach to marketing data collection using Facebook CA
and LA to simulate different levels of ad personalization and
customer segmentation. From a practical perspective, advertisers should be more conscious of their optimization and
targeting strategies since the same hyper-targeting principles
are not applicable to all user groups. In addition, various
data sources of customer information may lead to different
advertising performances.
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